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Part 12: Testing and Tuning Common Tiers
This is the second of four articles on our final theme in this series, which I 
call  “the  performance  testing  and  tuning  team.”  As  we’ve  discussed 
throughout this series, performance testers can provide exponentially more 
value to the primary tuners if they have a solid working knowledge of the 
systems and technologies they’re testing. Accordingly, this article and the 
final two explore common areas of poor performance and describe things 
you can do to assist in the testing and tuning of these areas. While these 
three articles won’t make you a tuning expert, I hope they’ll make you more 
aware of some of the things that you can do to add value to the team. These 
final three articles will also introduce many topics in passing that you may 
want  to  research  in  more  detail.  Where  appropriate,  I’ll  recommend 
reference material for further research.

So far, this is what we’ve covered in this series:

Part 1: Introduction 

Part 2: A Performance Engineering Strategy

Part 3: How Fast Is Fast Enough?

Part 4: Accounting for User Abandonment

Part 5: Determining the Root Cause of Script Failures

Part 6: Interpreting Scatter Charts

Part 7: Identifying the Critical Failure or Bottleneck

Part 8: Modifying Tests to Focus on Failure or Bottleneck Resolution

Part 9: Pinpointing the Architectural Tier of the Failure or Bottleneck

Part 10: Creating a Test to Exploit the Failure or Bottleneck     

Part 11: Collaborative Tuning

This article focuses on Web, application, and database servers, which are 
common tiers related to testing and tuning. All Web-based systems have a 
Web  or  presentation  tier,  and  most  Web-based  systems  that  are  at  all 
interactive, such as e-commerce sites, include some kind of application or 
business logic tier and a data storage tier. As we discussed in Part 9, tiers 
don’t always correlate with physical machines but are logical distinctions 
that often correlate with hardware and/or software applications.  Here we 
discuss specific issues related to these tiers.

This  article  is  intended for  mid-  to  senior-level  performance  testers  and 
members of the development team who work closely with performance test 
engineers. You should have read at least Parts 9 and 11 before reading this 
article; it would be helpful to have read Parts 5, 6, 7, 8 and Part 10 as well.
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The Web or Presentation Tier
For a Web-based system, the Web or presentation tier is generally the least complicated tier and the 
easiest to both test and tune. Of course, this doesn’t imply that it should be ignored. Not fewer than half 
of the Web applications I’ve been involved in testing have required some testing and tuning specific to 
the Web server. Often some very simple Web server–specific testing can have profound effects on the 
production  system.  Some  of  this  is  included  in  the  kinds  of  performance  testing  we’ve  already 
discussed,  but there  are  also other  ways to  test  particular  attributes of a  Web server  that  can add 
significant value to the analysis and tuning processes.

Testing

During  every  performance  test  that  you  execute  against  a  Web  application  measuring  end-to-end 
response time, you exercise the Web server. With very rare exceptions, all of the requests sent by your 
user experience scripts are sent to the Web server. Analyzing those individual requests and response 
times to identify pages that are loading more slowly than expected is a great way to start testing this tier 
and is one way to determine if more Web server–specific testing would be worthwhile. Instead of 
looking at your timers (page load times), look at the response times for individual commands, each of 
which represents a particular interaction with the Web server. You’ll usually find that most commands 
have very short response times. The few that have longer times may be worth looking at more closely. 

The first thing to look at is whether those commands trigger activities that take place exclusively on the 
Web server or whether they trigger activities on other tiers before a response is sent back to the client. I 
discussed how to determine which actual GET or POST is related to a command ID in Part 8 of this series 
(see the section entitled “Evaluate Commands with Slow Responses”). Loading graphics and static 
HTML pages  generally  exercises  only  the  Web  server,  so  those  are  the  specific  activities  we’re 
interested in. If one of these activities contributes significantly to the “too slow” total page load time, 
the Web server is a viable place to look for tuning opportunities. 

Some specific indications that the Web server is a significant contributor to slow page load times are as 
follows:

• small graphics (under 50 KB) returning slowly

• all graphics returning slowly

• header files returning slowly

• a significant and sudden increase in response times at a specific and identifiable load below what 
the Web server was expected to handle

• significant resource utilization (that is, CPU or memory usage) at loads that the Web server was 
expected to handle

If none of these indications apply, it’s unlikely that the Web server is the bottleneck, and therefore it 
probably doesn’t deserve additional attention at this time.

If one or more of these indications apply, it may make sense to develop some specific tests targeted 
against the Web server. My approach to this is as follows. I first ask a developer to put these files on 
the Web server and provide me with a valid URL to access them from the machine I’m using to record 
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scripts:

• an HTML document containing only unformatted text (approximately one screen’s worth)

• graphics files of various sizes (1 KB, 10 KB, 50 KB, 100 KB are common, but use what you have 
easily available as long as you note the actual file sizes)

• one HTML document containing each of the graphics exclusively

• one HTML document containing all of the graphics

Once this is done (which should take someone with full access to the Web server less than an hour), 
simply record a script that requests each of these objects sequentially (you can put each request in a 
timer for easy reporting) and make appropriate modifications for delays. Because there won’t be any 
links to follow, you’ll have to record this script by physically typing the URL from the developer into 
the browser’s address bar.

Before running this script, you’ll want to disable caching on the Web server and on the client/script. 
This will force the script to get the actual file each time. Then execute the script, looped 10 or more (I 
prefer 100 when time permits) times with a single user. This will give you various single-user response 
times to use as a comparison, both to one another and to future tests. While this test is executing, the 
Web server administrator will likely want to monitor resource usage on the Web server. If the test 
doesn’t provide enough insight, you can re-execute it with increasing numbers of users. 

While this test has little to no realism, it isolates the Web server in a way that helps determine if it’s a 
bottleneck and provides information that may be critically helpful in tuning. Remember that it may be 
helpful to turn on, or increase the level of, logging on the Web server.

Note that if all Web server transactions seem to be slow and there doesn’t seem to be anything tuned 
poorly on the Web server, you may want to ping the Web server from your client. The latency may 
actually be in the network, not the Web server. We’ll discuss this in detail in Part 13 of this series.

Tuning

Tuning the Web server is generally the responsibility of the system administrator, but it may help for 
you to know some common things that  may need to be tuned. There are several  good books and 
resources  about  tuning  parameters  for  each  of  the  countless  Web servers  on  the  market,  such  as 
Apache,  IIS,  iPlanet,  and  Netscape  Enterprise  Server.  One  example  is  the  Web  site  dedicated  to 
configuring or tuning Apache. 

In my experience, these are the things that commonly need to be tuned on a Web server if it turns out to 
be the cause of the bottleneck:

• number of processes

• number of server threads

• allowable open/persistent connections

• session duration

• caching
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• logging

• operating system parameters (that is, virtual memory settings and such)

• hardware resources (that is, disk I/O, RAM, and the like)

• partition configurations

• other programs/processes/software on the same machine

This isn’t an inclusive list, just some common places to look as you get started in your tuning process. 
For further information, I recommend two books: Web Performance Tuning: Speeding Up the Web by 
Patrick Killelea and Speed Up Your Site: Web Site Optimization by Andrew B. King. These books are 
great introductions to tuning various components of Web-based applications. Web Performance Tuning 
contains specific advice regarding hardware, operating systems, and software common in 1998. While 
some of the specific information may be outdated, the concepts presented in this book are still valid. 
Speed Up Your Site is about optimizing the code for individual Web pages. This is great information 
when you find that your download times are slow, or your bandwidth utilization is high though your 
server response times are fast. 

The Application or Business Logic Tier
The application tier of a Web-based system is generally the tier that contains the business logic. This 
can be thought of as the brains of the application, where input taken from the user (via the Web server) 
is processed in some way. For instance, this is where search parameters are converted into valid SQL 
statements to be passed to the database, or shipping costs and applicable taxes are calculated for an e-
commerce site. Testing and tuning this tier is significantly more complex than testing and tuning the 
Web or presentation tier.

Testing

Determining whether tests specific to the application tier are required or useful follows basically the 
same process as for the Web tier. Let the user experience tests you’ve already created exercise the 
application tier while you observe resource utilization. The system administrator can assist with that. If 
you (or the administrator) see that resources seem to be stretched too thin, you can start limiting or 
modifying your existing user experience tests to narrow your search for the offending pages and/or 
requests. 

If there are no suspect resource utilization metrics, it’s time to look more closely at your page load 
times. If a particular subset of pages is exhibiting unacceptable slowness, you’ll need to determine 
what’s unique about them. You can identify the underlying GET or POST of each command that has a 
slow response in order to evaluate whether these pages have requests for certain objects (like graphics) 
in common. If this doesn’t point conclusively to something known to be handled by a different tier (like 
an excessively large graphic or file download), your next step is to find out if the offending request is 
accessing and causing activity on the application tier. This is often a collaborative process with the 
development team. 

Once you determine that slow pages do access the application tier, you should start the bottleneck 
detection process discussed in detail in Parts 7–10 of this series. Unlike for the Web tier where you’ll 
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be able to recommend tests to the development team that might add value, you’ll likely have to depend 
on them to turn on logging during your tests of the application tier and to tell you which tests will be 
most helpful. Often these tests will require the techniques for collecting data by tier discussed in Part 9.

Tuning

The task of tuning the application tier is often shared by the tester, the system administrator, and the 
development team. It’s often a balancing act involving modification and configuration of the hardware, 
the operating system, the application server software, and custom code. As the performance tester, you 
can expect to be asked to create complex tests and to execute them many, many times as you try out 
different combinations of configurations and modifications. While you most likely won’t know enough 
to recommend many different configuration options, one important way you can contribute is to take 
notes  and  document  the  results  of  making  changes.  This  is  actually  extremely  useful  to  the 
administrators and developers, and keeps you actively involved with the team. 

The following is a generic list of things to think about when the application tier has been identified as 
the bottleneck:

• hardware resources (that is, disk I/O, RAM, and so on)

• operating system parameters (that is, virtual memory settings and such)

• logging

• management of processes and/or threads

• business logic algorithms

• custom code

• partition configurations

• other programs/processes/software on the same machine

Once again, there are countless books and resources dedicated to configuration and tuning of specific 
application servers, such as IBM WebSphere, JBoss, and BEA WebLogic. One example of a book 
dedicated to  configuring  or  tuning the  IBM WebSphere application server  on  a  specific  hardware 
platform is Java and WebSphere Performance on IBM Iseries Servers by IBM Redbooks.

The Data Storage Tier
Data  storage  tiers  very  often  hide  significant  bottlenecks  that  don’t  present  themselves  until 
performance  testing.  DBAs  typically  test  and  tune  databases  for  expected  single-user  scenarios, 
whereas  it’s  the  multi-user  scenarios  and/or  data  variance  involved  in  performance  testing  that 
commonly bring database bottlenecks to light.

Testing

Determining whether the database is a bottleneck starts in exactly the same way as for the application 
tier. First look at the slow page loads and find out whether those pages involve database access. If they 
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do, ask the DBA to monitor the database during tests. Make certain that the DBA understands which 
data you’re using and the sequencing of the activities in the test. Often you’ll be asked to vary your 
testing to help the DBA monitor and determine the cause of the slowness. A common request will be to 
vary  the  load  or  the  test  configuration  to  determine  if  the  bottleneck  is  related  to  multiple  users 
accessing the same row or table. 

You may find yourself using some of the techniques from Part 9 to isolate the data storage tier. This 
will help you determine if the bottleneck is actually on that tier or just appears to be because of a 
problem like inefficient SQL generation on another tier.

Tuning

Database tuning can be extremely complex and varies dramatically from one database to another. Most 
enterprise databases have so many interrelated configuration options that there are literally millions of 
configurations possible,  so it’s  virtually  impossible  to follow the scientific  method of making one 
change at a time. Even an experienced DBA often has to follow an educated trial-and-error process. 
You can help most  by designing tests  that  are  easily  re-executed,  monitoring end-to-end response 
times, and taking notes — just like for the application tier. 

Here are some common areas to think about when the database turns out to be the bottleneck:

• hardware resources (that is, disk I/O, RAM, and so on)

• operating system parameters (that is, virtual memory settings and such)

• logging

• query optimization

• indexes

• stored procedures

• row and/or table locking

• complex joins versus temporary tables

• partition configurations

• other programs/processes/software on the same machine

Some commonly used databases are DB2, Oracle, Sybase SQL Server, and Microsoft SQL Server. 
Doing a Yahoo search on “DB2 tuning” yielded more than 121,000 entries. I scrolled through the first 
200 and found every one to be potentially useful to someone wanting to tune that particular database. 
“Oracle tuning” yielded more than 250,000 hits. As you can see, a lot has been written about database 
tuning, so don’t expect to become an expert in this area overnight.

Summing It Up
Testing and tuning common tiers is generally an iterative, collaborative process. There are countless 
possible areas to be configured and/or tuned. Through experience, you’ll come to recognize what some 
symptoms indicate. But no matter how experienced you become, you’ll find that you can help the most 
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by developing and executing tests with the idea of providing value to the developers and administrators 
and  by  keeping  a  notebook  of  changes  and  associated  results.  You  can  increase  your  ability  to 
contribute to test creation and tuning by researching published tuning tips specific to the hardware and 
software being used by the application you’re testing.
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